Registered Workshops
September 22-23, 2017
Friday (Sept 22) & Saturday (Sept 23)

7:30 AM – 11:30 AM

Friday Workshops
F1 – Happy Fall Y’All Decorations Galore by Karen Benson
Class Fee: $64
You can never have enough “STUFF” in your projects. During this workshop we will put together furniture (Settle Bench, Wagon
& Bench), make a grapevine wreath & decorate with sunflowers, learn the technique to drape a quilt over the settle, make pillows
and assemble and paint Myrtle the Witch, her Black Cat Wilbur who is inviting you to Trick or Treat, Pumpkin with Top Hat (3
included), Pumpkin Wall basket with candles, Wood Stake Pumpkins (12 included in 3 sizes), Jack-O-Lantern Wood Pumpkin (3
included), plant “Mum” type flowers and make the Happy Fall and Autumn Harvest stacked signs. You might not get every little
thing done but you will go home with complete directions and lots of color pictures. Only the Settle Bench and Wagon are available
from the Quarter Source on a regular basis – the rest of the kits in this workshop are available only for this workshop and during
the Houseparty until supplies run out. All paints and glues to complete the kits, as shown, will be provided in the workshop.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
F2 – Quarter Scale Kitchen Magic by Sally Manwell
Class Fee: $84
Put together a table and a laser cut hutch, then paint and/or stain them. Add potion bottles made from a variety of beads, plastic
tubing and 3D printed bottles. Fill a shelf with magic books and a special book for the table. Make a broom, a bird cage, a plant
for the hutch, an enchanted mixing bowl and plant some mushrooms. Add a couple of pumpkins and you are ready to make magic
in your quarter scale kitchen. Use as a stand alone piece or add it to a scene.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
F3 – A Wizard’s Bookcase by Marti Icenogle
Class Fee: $49
Wizards need a bookcase to house their magic books and other magical supplies. And, in this class we are going to create some
of the books and other things your wizard will need to create potions and cast spells. The wizard’s bookcase will be partially
assembled and ready for you to finish, including adding the all-seeing eye. Once finished, we will fill the wizard’s bookcase with
wonderful non-opening quarter scale books that we create using several different techniques. We will also make several potion
bottles for him to use in spell casting. Of course, every wizard needs a spell book, so we will assemble a simple open book for
him to use. We will finish off with bookcase by adding a couple of document bundles and a couple of tiny scrolls. And you will
leave class with extra supplies to make some additional books later. For this workshop, you will need to bring sharp scissors,
tweezers, and quick dry tacky glue. 7/8” x 3/8” x 1-5/8”
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
F4 – Harvest Kitchen by Kristie Norman
Class Fee: $55
Harvest Kitchen is ready for Halloween, Thanksgiving, or an intimate Fall get together. It is a modern kitchen with ample cabinet
space, and the porch looks out over the picturesque Lackawana River. We will construct this miniature kitchen in a ¾” x 2-1/4” x
7/8” Altoid Tin, learn how to prepare the tin using Alcohol Inks, transform the tin into a room-box, and discuss different decorating
techniques using dried flowers, and jewelry findings. Students will assemble the kitchen sink, and create all accessories. The
chairs, table, and hutch will be provided, along with fabric rugs and curtains, tiny pumpkins, and other decorating materials.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
F5 – Black Cat Playroom by Janet Smith
Class Fee: $44
Black Cats are supposed to be spooky! But this one is just really cute. Made with a picture frame of a black cat (included in the
kit) that stands about 6 inches high, you’ll create a kitty play room. In place of the picture, there’s a 3D printed room that is
approximately 2 inches wide. Inside the room...well, what else? Everything a happy kitty (or two or three!) needs for living the
good life. A kitty condo, litter box, bed and lots of toys. BYOC (Bring Your Own Cat). Cat not included. Everything else IS
included. 4 x 5 x 6 (Room size only 2” wide)
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
F6 –Midnight at the Mausoleum by Jackie Batcheller
Class Fee: $64
This haunting scene is pure fun. Reminiscent of scary movie clichés, be warned, the ghost in the mausoleum is watching over
the long abandoned cemetery, opening the gate so you can enter. All the parts are pre-cut, its up to you to decide how decrepit
your cemetery actually is. The frame and easy LED lighting is included. The vignette is ready to display. 8-1/4” x 2-3/4” x 6-1/4”
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
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F7 – Quarter Inch Scale Party Dress on a Mannequin with Matching Hat by Rachelle Spiegel
Class Fee: $59
Create a dress and a matching hat displayed on a mannequin to fit perfectly into your quarter scale lady’s boudoir, sewing room
or boutique. Students will learn special techniques to manipulate fabrics, create bows, work with a variety of tiny trims, feathers
and ribbons, while keeping all in scale, and to decide how much detail is needed to give the desired effect in such a tiny scale.
You will be provided with several choices of colors, styles and trim from which to choose to create your own dress and hat designs.
Student supplies and tools needed include small sharp fabric scissors, scissors for paper, fine pointed tweezers, ruler, and tacky
type glue and glue applicator (glue syringe or botte with small metal tip). Class includes one mannequin and hat, color and style
determined by student. Please bring magnification, small light and an extension cord if you need them. Approx. 1-1/4” dress form
(sized to fit a ¼” scale doll)
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale

Saturday Workshops
S1 – A Girl’s Got to Accessorize by Georgia Queen & Jean Lierman
Class Fee: $74
A Girl’s got to accessorize! Decisions – decisions – what broom will I choose today? Join Georgia and Jean in creating a shadow
box in a 5 x 7 lighted frame. You will dress your little witch (whose body will be formed before class) in a paper costume and make
your 5 brooms which will hang on a display rack on the wall. And she even has her own pet spider. You will also make an
assortment of pumpkins and wallpaper the back and side walls. The taskboard (a wonderful product to use) shadow box can be
left unassembled if you wish to make transporting home easier. This project should be finished in the allotted time.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner

1/2” scale

S2 – Van Tassel Kitchen Hearth in a Cabinet by Cat Wingler
Class Fee: $74
The Van Tassel farm was the most prosperous farm in Sleepy Hollow, and the kitchen hearth shows it. With the huge fireplace
with the Delft tiles, harking back to the Van Tassel Dutch Ancestry, and the Delft china having pride of place, it’s no wonder that
poor Ichabod had his eyes on the heiress. The Cabinet that houses the hearth is inspired by the Dutch Gables of the Hudson
River Valley region. You can display it closed and show off the front or leave it open and show off the hearth. Featuring a lighted
fire and a lighted candle on the mantle, you will find it simple to electrify the scene. The pumpkin is waiting to be carved; there is
a bowl of apples to be roasted. I’ve left room for you to add a few accessories of your own. 2-1/2D x 3-1/2W x 5”H
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
S3 – Spooky Cakes by Ruth Stewart
Class Fee: $59
Come and join us for a spooktacular time of making 1:48 Halloween cakes. You will get a mold to keep and Ruth will teach you
how to do detailed decorating and also how to make tiny pumpkins. A perfect way to fill your bakery. 7/16” high for most of the
cakes.
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4" scale
S4 – Pair of Peacocks-Be Proud by Barbara Ann Meyer
Class Fee: $54
In this class, students will learn the simple steps to paint and sculpt peacocks. The bodies of the birds will be supplied, and they
will be painted. The tails will be cut and painted by the student, and everyone will be proud of their peacocks. 1-1/4 x 1/2” x 5/8”
Minimum Skill Level: All Skill Levels
1/4” scale
S5 – Quarter Scale LED Hurricane Lamp by Judith Oak Andraka
Class Fee: $39
Using various metal findings, we will glue them together and electrify it with an LED chip light. The chimney will be shaped to give
a flair at the top. The metal parts of the lamp will be antiqued to give it a “homey” look. 3/16” diameter x 3/8” H
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
S6 – Country Table and Chairs in Half Scale by Ann Pennypacker
Class Fee: $39
Every kitchen can use a table and chairs! While in class you can assemble these wooden chairs and table. This class will move
along in order to get both chairs assembled within the time allotted. Bring a glue jig to make work easier. 2-1/2” x 2” x 2-14/16”
Minimum Skill Level: All Skill Levels
1/2” scale
S7 –Humpty Dumpty Had A Great Fall by Cindy McDaniel
Class Fee: $63
You will paint, wallpaper, dress the bed, make birdhouses and a trellis with a variety of flower colors to select from. Each person
will receive an animal (which will vary). There is no sewing required. The only thing you need to bring is your choice of paint color
for outside and a basic tool kit. Glass case is included. 3-1/2” x 3-1/2” x 4-3/4”
Minimum Skill Level: Beginner
1/4” scale
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